So you want to become a WPMU DEV Technical Document Writer - why else would you be here?

The person we're in search of will have intimate knowledge of WordPress tied together with a dazzling bow of experience within Document writing.

This mini-task is designed to find out a little bit more about you, your writing style and how you think and approach day-to-day activities. No need to sweat, it's pretty simple.

Your completed task should be sent directly to us. You can either answer inline, or you can create a separate text file and number the answers. Good luck!

*Be the hero we need, come join us in our mission at WPMU DEV!*
What’s wrong here:

<h3>Title</h3>
<h1>Title</h1>
<h2>Title</h2>

Create a bookmark to "Title" from "Jump to title" using below HTML

<a>Jump to title</a>
<h2>Title</h2>

Fill in the missing words

Many people use WordPress to build ____ websites. Currently, ____ are over 75 million websites built using WordPress.

____ member of The Beatles was your favorite?

____ arm did you break?

_____ color is your new car?

Add the punctuation

It’s important to know when to add an apostrophe. There’s often a lot of confusion as to whether an apostrophe should be added when you change a word from its singular to its plural form.

Fridays my favorite day of the week. Oh I do love Fridays.

Tidy up this paragraph!

To be a Technical Document Writer, it’s imperative that you’re able to write in clear, plain English. You’ll need to be able to write an easy-to-follow set of instructions and you’re knowledge of WordPress should be top notch. Having some knowledge of code, whether that be HTML, CSS or PHP would be advantageous, as would any experience writing product guides and manuals or anything that breaks down technical information easy.

Awesome, - now all you have to do is return the task and the team will be back in contact within 5-10 working days, it’s that simple! Good luck.